Populations with Significantly Higher Prevalence of Cigarette Smoking Compared to Vermont State Average (2017 BRFSS); Percent and Estimated Counts

Graph Interpretation Notes: State average is grey bar. Other bars represent smoking prevalence and orange line represents estimated counts for each population. For example, 28% of those a high school education or less smoke cigarettes, which is about 45,400 Vermont adults.

Source: BRFSS 2017; Percentages age-adjusted to U.S. 2000 population & estimated counts rounded to nearest hundred Vermonters (not age-adjusted). Note: POC & Age combine 2 years of data (2016-2017) because of sample size. HS=High School; HHI=Household Income; FPL=Federal Poverty Level; Depression=diagnosis or poor mental health on 14+ days in past month; POC=People of Color.